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CalHHS CDII Data Exchange Framework (DxF) Grant Program Listening Session #2 
Question Details  
# Question Asker Name Answer 

1 can you resend me the qr code Manuel Rodriguez Live Answered 
2 

Will these slides be emailed to the participants of 
this webinar? Natalya Alazraie 

Hi Natalya,  
Meeting materials, transcript and recording will be made 
available at the link that follows: 
https://www.chhs.ca.gov/data-exchange-framework/#data-
exchange-framework-dxf 

3 

It is my understanding that QHIOs will themselves 
be signatories to the DxF.  Is that still the case?  Is 
there a special category of signatories that are QHIO 
and aren't themselves providers or health plans? Jennifer Martinez  

4 We are not understanding why HIEs are not eligible 
for the educational funding when, at the regional 
level, they are the most connected with all 
signatories as part of their participant network. Stephanie Renick  

5 

If QHIOs will in fact be regular signatories to the DxF, 
will they be able to apply for the ongoarding grants 
to support other providers connecting with that 
QHIO? Jennifer Martinez  

6 Am I correct thinking the deadline for the RFA 
educational initiative grants is due 10/24/22? Saskia Garcia  

7 How about if the choices aren't sufficiently 
granular? Jonathon Feit  



8 

Specifically -- "health information organization" FOR 
"emergency medical services" Jonathon Feit  

9 
FYI only, not a question. The last poll indicated we 
could choose more than one yet submitted as soon 
as I chose one. Cathy Woodhall 

Thanks for flagging Cathy! This was an artifact from a 
previous version of the presentation. We're specifically 
interested in the category that best describes your 
organization. 

10 
Thank you, Alice! Natalya Alazraie  

11 

The phrasing of the answers in the app are more 
generally applicable, e.g., “1- = We have an 
advanced and high performiong HIT system.” which 
also applies to HIOs. Steven Lane 

Hi Steven - thanks for flagging! The language in the app is 
limited due to space, but please defer to the guidance 
presented on the slide. 

12 

Kudos to those who are at a 9 or 10! 
Anonymous 
Attendee  

13 Great to see that the majoity of participants have at 
least some interoperability functionality available to 
them. Steven Lane Agree! 

14 
How do I update a response if I 'overvalued' our 
existing capabilities Michael Marchant 

Thanks for the question Michael! You can press the "trash 
can" icon on the row you submitted to reset your question 
answer. 



15 Is sharing information in real time really possible? I 
am not yet aware of a comprehensive systems that 
works across systems. Joy Hilty  

16 Is there a deadline date for healthcare entities to 
upgrade from USCDIV1 to USCDIV2? I heard that it 
may have past already and need to make sure our 
community is adhering to these guidelines. 

Anonymous 
Attendee  

17 '@Eben - We should all hope that the work that our 
organizations do to connect to a QHIO to meet 
Californiua requirements will also provide access to 
QHIN services in support of connectivity to the 
federal Trusted Exchange Framework & COmmon 
Agreement (TEFCA) which many organizations will 
want/need to do in the near future to meet federal 
requirements (CMS, CDC, etc.). Steven Lane  

18 

Can we talk about the question of whether a 
statewide HIO would be a disaster in-and-of-itself or 
not? Jonathon Feit  

19 Important to note that any provider utilizing an EHR 
that is certified by the federal ONC does have access 
to HIE functionality, though they may not yet have 
turned on/implemented this functionality.  Only 
those without EHR or using a non-certified system 
need to identify HIE functionality outside their 
system initially. Steven Lane  



20 How can a CBAS center be qualified if under a 
managed care? Mary Hagins  

21 The list of ONC certified Health IT products is 
available at https://chpl.healthit.gov/#/search Steven Lane  

22 The list of functions that all certified EHRs are able 
to perform: 
https://www.healthit.gov/topic/certification-
ehrs/2015-edition-test-method Steven Lane  

23 How does an HIO compare to an HIE? Joy Hilty  

24 As we have not defined what an HIO is, some people 
may have difficulty answering the question.  If your 
system has access to Direct secure messaging, or 
query-based document exchange via CommonWell, 
Epic Care Everywhere, the eHealth Exchange, or a 
regional HIE you are connected to an HIO. Steven Lane  

25 It depends on how HIO is defined. If its eHealth 
Exchange or Carequality, then YES. If its a local HIO, 
then NO Troy Kaji  

26 
Hand raise.  :-) Jonathon Feit  

27 Need to qualify "connected".  Will connectivity to a 
Health Information Network (i.e. Carequality, 
eHealth Exchange, CTEN) count?  Keep in mind 
those types of connections do not meet all 
requirements for CMS as they do not include 
unsolicited ADT's which would facilitate event 
notifications. 

Anonymous 
Attendee  

28 
NICE Jonathon Feit  

29 

an HIO *has* an HIE Jonathon Feit  



30 
can i reply? Jonathon Feit  

31 Many organizations may want/need to onboard 
with more than one HIO, as some organizations may 
not provide all of the services required by a given 
stakeholder organization.  E.g., not all regional HIOs 
support push messaging via the Direct standard, 
query-based document exchange via the national 
Carequality interoperability framework, delivery of 
CMS-required ADT notifications, etc. Steven Lane  

32 
POLITICS Jonathon Feit  

33 
lack of clarity about who qualifes Jonathon Feit  

34 
Ditto to what Steven Lane asked Wesley Rishel  

35 Great Point!  I would expand and add not just HIO's, 
but also consider organizations that represent larger 
subset's of entities. 

Anonymous 
Attendee  

36 
one more please Jonathon Feit  

37 Both Dr. Lane and I work for private for-profit 
companies.  Not clear in general whether we even 
qualify.  Not all HIOs / HIEs are nonprofits or 
government.  If private companies can't participate, 
then neither Health Gorilla NOR Beyond Lucid 
Technologies would be able to engage with our 
partners as he suggested. Jonathon Feit  

 


